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Promises Made Promises Kept! Louisiana and SC Pass
“Color of Law Carry!”
Promises Made Promises Kept! Louisiana
lawmakers FINALLY Pass Permitless Carry

First in the South Primaries, but last to
secure the rights of the people, South
Carolina becomes the 29th state and the last
Republican Trifecta to pass Permitless
Carry. We’re still in debate as to whether
either of these bills reach the honor of truly
being “Constitutional” Carry.

And our 2A For Today Modern Militiaman
spotlight is an older story, but one that the
fact suppressors likely didn’t really want us
to know. The best time to have an “assault
weapon” is when you are being assaulted. A
Florida homeowner must have seen the
writing on the wall, because he learned to
use a Kalashnikov, or at least one that looks
like one. When a mob of Dindu Nuffins force
their way into your home it is a good time to
have a semi-auto rifle with a high capacity
magazine ready to operate.

My name is Zoe Warren. Welcome to 2A For Today!

https://thenewamerican.com/author/zoew/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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